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Smartphone

It’s easy for phones to get broken or

cracked. Gamers Warehouse is

announcing premium repair services for

smartphones in the Tucson area.

TUCSON, AZ, USA, June 2, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- With summer

approaching and many people doing

outdoor activities, it’s easy for phones

to get broken or cracked. Gamers

Warehouse is announcing premium

repair services for smartphones in the

Tucson area. 

Gamers Warehouse offers all kinds of

phone repairs in Tucson. Some of the

most common problems they fix are

cracked screens, damaged headphone

sockets, and water damage. They can

diagnose all of these problems and in

most cases have a repair done in one

to three days.

“We understand how crucial cellphones

are to people in today’s society. We

take the utmost care to fix broken

phones quickly so people can get back

to working and scrolling as soon as

possible,” said Gamers Warehouse

Owner Ramsey Mazboudi. 

Gamers Warehouse can fix almost all

models of iPhones. They fix everything

from the oldest iPhone 4 model to the

brand new iPhone 12 Pro Max. They

say they are known to fix problems with phones that other stores couldn’t figure out. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://gamerswarehouse.com/iphone-repair-tucson-arizona/
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scrolling as soon as

possible.”

Ramsey Mazboudi, Owner of

Gamers Warehouse

In addition to iPhone repair, they also fix Google phones,

LG phones, Samsung phones, and Sony phones. No matter

the brand, they will take a look and do their best to

diagnose the problem.

“Most damage to smartphones looks worse than it is. Our

experienced team of technicians has seen it all, and they’re

ready to repair any phone back to its original glory,”

Mazboudi said. 

Gamers Warehouse keeps their store fully stocked with

parts to save time on phone repair. This way they can

repair phones while a customer waits in the store. Customers who get a phone fixed at Gamers

Warehouse are given a 90 day warranty on the repair in case anything goes wrong. 

Gamers Warehouse is an electronics repair business located in Tucson, Arizona. They have been

operating since 2012 and they fix everything from tablets to smartphones.

###

If you would like more information about phone repair at Gamers Warehouse, please visit

gamerswarehouse.com.
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